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MAKE:OUT BAG 002 
 

FACE-MASK PATTERN & INSTRUCTIONS 
For NO-SEW FACE MASK 

 
 
Welcome! This MAKE:OUT is brought to you by Once Around (www.oncearound.com). 
It contains the materials and instructions you need for 3 No-Sew home-made fabric face-
masks. 
 
Materials included: 
 

• 3 pieces of organic stretch cotton (95% organic cotton, 5% spandex) 
• Instructions 

 
 You will also need: 
 

• Table or flat surface to work on (hard floor OK in a pinch) 
• Good scissors that will cut fabric well 
• Adult help for scissor use (if help is needed) 
• Tape measure or ruler  

 
If you discover any problems with the patterns or instructions, please email 
oncearoundstore@icloud.com. It will help us improve the next version and we will try to 
help you!  

TM 
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Instructions  
 

1. Find and identify all the Materials; if anything is missing, call 415.326.5217 
 

2. You CAN wash and dry and lightly iron your fabric for hygiene reasons before you 

start cutting and sewing, if you wish. 
 

3. This is what your three pieces of fabric should each look like: 

      
 
 

4. Working with one piece of fabric at a time:  fold one piece of fabric in HALF 

“lengthwise” , ie along the length of the fabric, so it ends up the same length but half 

the width - it should now be 6” wide. 
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5. Now fold the fabric AGAIN, in the opposite direction, “widthwise”, ie it will remain 6” 

wide but the length will now be half as much, like this: 
 

 
 

6. Flatten and smooth the folded fabric. Now use your sharp scissors to cut out a 

rectangle through all 4 layers of fabric at once, like the diagram below, being very 

careful to do the following: 
a. Cut from the end with the loose layers, NOT from the folded end; 
b. Cut a long rectangle out of the middle of the fabric. You might want to 

draw the rectangle lightly onto the folded fabric using a ruler. Allow 
ONE INCH (1”) top and bottom and THREE AND A HALF INCHES (3 ½”) 
at the FOLDED END: 

                 

Cut where dotted lines indicate 
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7. Once you have cut and removed the rectangle from the middle of the folded fabric 

as shown, keep the fabric FOLDED LENGTHWISE so you have two layers of fabric 

in the middle part that goes over your face. Tie two long, skinny pieces around the 

back of your head and tie two long skinny pieces around the nape of your neck. 

                                                   
8. Your mask is now finished. Hooray! 

 

9. Masks should be washed in a gentle hot wash with detergent and air dried by 
hanging up before wearing. Wash and dry masks every day after wearing. It is 
high-quality organic stretch cotton but the edges are not finished, so we 
recommend hand-washing with liquid hand soap or dish detergent and 
hanging to dry, to preserve the life of the mask. In a machine use a gentle 
cycle and hang dry if possible. The edges might curl up but they should 
smooth out again once you’re wearing it. 

Double-layer of fabric à 


